




Port Moody added 500 residents in 5 years







● Urban households are >50% less 
expensive for munis to service

● Dense cities raise 10x the tax per 
acre as suburbs

● Suburban residents have 4x the 
carbon footprint of city residents

● Suburbs often obesogenic 
environments with poor health 
outcomes





North York, Ontario

Burnaby, BC











● Promote a positive, inclusive vision for what 

Vancouver can be

● Reshape land use in Vancouver, improving 

affordability, walkability, and safety, and drastically 

reducing transportation-related carbon emissions

● Vancouver’s most affordable, liveable 

neighbourhoods are its densest

● We get people excited about developing more of that

Vision













Credit: @nm_van

https://twitter.com/nm_nvan/status/1179228807787614208?s=20




● Prezone every property in the Victoria 
for rental, at a minimum of the maximum heights and 
densities contained within the OCP/LAP/Neighbourhood Plan. The 
City of Victoria does not receive a CAC for secured rental housing, 
so they wouldn't be giving up anything. 

● Get City departments (i.e. planning, 
engineering) in the same room, up front

○ Planning gives a thumbs up and the developer buys the 
land and pays application fees based on planning's 
feedback only to run into major issues raised by the 
engineering department. This can be fatal for smaller 
sites where one extra stall stubbornly demanded by 
engineering or a few extra feet of setback can kill a small 
project. Currently, the Engineering department does 
provide some input at the earlier stages but it does not 
take this opportunity to do an in-depth analysis. 
Consequently, issues arise in the development permit 
stage, after rezoning has been approved. This is a fatal 
mismatch.

Policy - Municipal

● Eliminate minimum parking reqs for 
rental

○ Solution A: Eliminate parking requirements for rental 
buildings regardless of where.

○ Solution B: Allow parking requirements to be 100% 
satisfied through the use of car share.  

● Expedite the current timeframes
○ 4-6 months to for pre-application inquiry
○ 1-2 years for rezoning & development permit
○ 4 months for a building permit
○ 1-2 months for demolition permit
○ = 3 years to get into the ground 
○ THEN
○ 2 more years to build
○ = 5 years total (7 years in Van, due to DP process)



● Mandatory minimum zoning

● PST and Property Tax rebates for the 
construction of new rentals

● Exempt new purpose-built rental from all rent 
controls. Can be a “carved in stone” 20 year 
exemption, at which point rent controls take 
effect

● Refine Rental Only Zoning to prevent 
downzoning

● Tie infrastructure funding to area upzoning 
commitments

● Rebate Property Transfer Tax for new 
build rental land, exempt PBR from PTT

○ Sale of existing rental buildings subject to 
same luxury homes 5% transfer tax on 
sales over $3M. PTT can easily add tens 
of thousands of dollars to a unit. PTT does 
not get rebated back and every single new 
owner has to pay it, it can add up quickly if 
the project changes hands due to 
whatever reason. It also can't be financed 
because banks do not finance taxes. 

● Exempt PBR land acquisitions from 
School Tax

Policy - Provincial



Policy - Federal
● Make Rental & Social Housing GST 

Exempt
○ It's 5% of the total cost of the building 

including the land, currently. Renters pay 
rents in a new building which include 5% 
gross up for the tax since the developer 
has to make back the tax.

● Fund social and co-op housing

● Tie infrastructure funding to area 
upzoning commitments

● Declare a National Housing Emergency, 
akin to Order 200 during WWII







Getting started
Talk to fellow YIMBY groups around North America

Many will share tech, learnings, assets

Register as a non-profit online (very easy & fast)

Use non-profit status to get free Slack, Gsuite

Slack is safe Twitter - great for community building (#HousingAllies, #TransitAllies)

Set up regular meetings, even virtually (ATBC has weekly Facetime)

Find your focus, stick to your message, don't get dragged into trollpack rabbit holes

Make NIMBYs work for you - their nonsense & regular rezoning hearings helps recruiting

Find values-aligned groups you can partner with for events or message amplification

Diversify! Diversify! Diversify!



Personal
@5kids1condo / @adriancrook

facebook/adriancrookofficial

IG @adriancrook

Mentions
@ahvan

facebook/bcrentalproject

@abundanttransit



ARCHIVES







NIMBYs, a play in three acts













Housing, we need it.



But we don’t have it. Why?



Concentrated harms, diffuse benefits 







We make land use decisions locally



Most participants are homeowners



Locally is where homeowners don’t 
want housing to be!  



Why don’t renters 
participate in local 
decision making?



Law Follows Practice
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A process that takes renters’ 
interests into account 

If and only if
Renters participate in the process



Getting Renters Involved
Look  for your existing local renter groups - for example - 

yimbyaction.org and make sure they are notified.

Start a new Pro-Housing Group! 

 



Getting Renters Involved
DO POLLING and check your citizen feedback against the poll results.

Appoint renters to your planning commissions. 

Add  strong language on the agendas & speaker cards affirming that 
speakers don’t have to provide any personal or identifying 

information. 

 



Recognizing & Addressing 
Anti-renter bias

“I’ve lived here for 35 years and …….”

Sometimes it’s obvious, “renters don’t care about the 
neighborhood.”

“We are excited to hear from all of our residents!” 

The clerk can remind speakers not to disparage any protected 
groups. 



Start a new Pro-Housing Group! 

❏ A website or facebook page
❏ A calendar of upcoming hearings (and social events!)
❏ A mailing list 
❏ A dedicated volunteer 

❏ An incorporation or bank account
❏ Bylaws 
❏ … everything to be perfect
❏ … to know what you are doing

 



Just add “water” (aka time & effort) ...

 

www.YIMBYaction.org

➔ A place for everyone 
to live!

➔ Reduce sprawl!
➔ Promote walking & 

transit!
➔ Promote diversity 

and economic 
opportunity! 




